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Abstract 
Shum, M.C., Tortile tensor categories, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 93 (1994) 57- 110. 
A tort& tensor category is a braided tensor category in which every object A is equipped with a twist 
Oa : A zz A and a compatible right dual (A*, dA, ea). 
Given a category & we describe the free tortile tensor category Fd on _& by generators and 
relations. By observing that in any tortile tensor category, there are canonical isomorphisms 
(A 0 B)* ” B* @ A*, I* z I, and (non-canonical) isomorphisms A** 2 A, we show that F_zZ is 
equivalent to the simpler RF& consisting of the reduced objects and reduced maps of F&. This 
equivalence will later be used to show that Fd is equivalent to the category ?j & of double tangles 
labelled by &_. 
To define Tj& we first consider a double knot, which may be thought of as a (tame) link with two 
“parallel” components, or as the boundary of a ribbon in 3-space. A knot with the same diagram as 
one of these components is called its underlying knot. We associate to each double knot an integral 
quantity called its twist number, and show that this together with an underlying knot completely 
determine (up to equivalence) the double knot. Thus to give a double knot is to give an ordinary 
knot and an integer. 
A tangle is a disjoint union of knots and of directed paths connecting two points on a( [0, l] x P), 
where P is a Euclidean plane. A double tangle is a tangle with an integer attached to each of its 
connected components. Given a double tangle we label the points in its boundary by objects of 
& and its arcs by maps of d, and get what we call a double tangle labelled by sd. Equivalence classes 
of these form a tortile tensor category FS&. 
Because of the existence of an “inclusion” functor d -+ fs&, there is by the freeness of F& 
a canonical strict tortile tensor functor F& + ?I_&. Our main theorem asserts that this functor is 
an equivalence of tortile tensor categories, giving an explicit description of Fd. 
Introduction 
This paper gives an explicit description of the free tort& tensor category (Section 1) 
on a given category by way of geometric figures, thereby providing a coherence 
theorem for such a structure. 
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A tensor category [17-191, also called a monoidal category [l 1,281, is a category 
with a tensor product and in which there are associativity constraints 
Q&4@B)@CZ A@(B@C), 
and unit constraints 
l*:I@AZA, r,:A@I: A, 
satisfying certain coherence conditions ((AP) and (IT) of Section 1). 
One form of “commutativity” for a tensor product is that of a symmetry [ll]; 
it consists of a natural family of isomorphisms 
satisfying the symmetry condition 
(S) CBAoCAB = lA@B 
and also a “bilinearity” condition (Section 1). 
Mac Lane’s coherence theorem for symmetric tensor categories [28] says that if 5 is 
a permutation of (1, . . . , n} then any isomorphism, built up formally from a, 1, Y and 
c with domain any bracketing of A, Q ... 0 A, and codomain any bracketing of 
&Cl) @ ... @ A,,,,, is determined by its “underlying permutation” 4. 
A braided tensor category [16,17] is a tensor category with a weaker form of 
commutativity. In such a category we do not have the symmetry condition (S) but 
only the bilinearity conditions ((Bl) and (B2) of Section 1). A coherence theorem for 
braided tensor categories was proved by Joyal and Street in [16] and [17]. It is similar 
to Mac Lane’s for symmetric tensor categories, the only difference being that “under- 
lying permutation” is replaced by “underlying braid”. 
Another coherence problem was solved by Kelly and Laplaza in [24], which gave 
an explicit description of the free compact closed category on a given category. 
A compact closed category is a symmetric tensor category in which every object A has 
a right adjoint (A*, dA, eA). (Actually, Kelly and Laplaza considered left adjoint in 
[24].) The free such G& on a category &’ has as objects the free (0, I, (-)*)-algebra on 
ob &. A map in G& may be thought of as being a deformation class of pictures such 
as shown in Fig. 1, in which a crossing 
represents a component cAB of the commutativity isomorphism, and 
represent maps of the form d, and e,, respectively. 
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The purpose of this work is to obtain the analogous result to that in [24] when the 
symmetry is replaced by a braiding. In view of the passage from the coherence 
theorem for symmetric tensor categories to that for braided tensor categories, one 
might expect to solve the problem by taking the above pictures to 3-space, with 
A 1, ... > B 1, ... 7 etc. becoming points in R3 and the arcs connecting these points 
becoming paths in R3, so that the crossings 
representing c and c- ’ respectively, would be distinguished. 
There are problems with such an approach. For example in 3-space, a loop of the 
form 
is equivalent to 
i \ 
A A’ 
Algebraically this becomes the 
c*./, 0 dA = dAe 
condition 
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which presupposes an identification A ** = A. However, while there are many isomor- 
phisms A** E A coming from the braiding, there is no canonical one to be identified. 
We solve this problem by “running a parallel strand” to the arcs. (We may think of 
this process as being “thickening” the arcs to ribbons.) We then have that 
being equivalent to 
does not represent the same map as 
We also, following an idea of Joyal and Street, introduce a twist map OA : A -+ A 
(Section 1) to our data. The resulting structure is what we call a tortile tensor category. 
Parallel stranded paths, called double knots in this paper when they are closed 
loops, can be difficult to handle. Proposition 4.3 simplifies the matter by giving 
a characterisation of a double knot in terms of an ordinary knot with an integer 
attached to it. The integer counts the number of “twists” in the double knot, noting 
that a loop like 
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which contains no apparent “twists” is equivalent to 
which is “twisted”. 
Consequently, this paper provides an algebraic formulation for certain geometric 
figures which arise in other areas of research and in nature; most notably, double- 
stranded DNA [2,7, 151. 
The approach of this work is similar to that of [24]. Section 1 contains definitions 
of various categorical structures, including that of a tortile tensor category. Section 
2 describes the free tortile tensor category 
1. Definitions 
Let us begin by recalling the notions of tensor category, symmetry and braiding 
[ll, 16-19,28,29]. 
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A tensor category V = (V, 0, I, a, 1, r) consists of a category V, a functor 0 : -Y x 
“if + V (written between the arguments), an object I of V” and natural isomorphisms 
a=aABc:(A@B)@C+A@(B@C), 
r=r,:A@I+A, l=l*:I@A-rA, 
such that the following diagrams commute: 
(I 
/ 
(AOB)O(COD) 
\ 
U 
(AP) ((~OWOC)O~ AO(BO(COD)) 
001 
\ 
l&i 
(ACWOC))OD a 
/ 
~O(umC)OD) 
(AOM3C AA@(I@C) 
(IT) iAOC /L 
X 
The functor Q is called the tensor product of V. V is said to be strict when each of 
aABC3 rA, lA is an identity arrow in V. It is well known [3,28,30] that every tensor 
category is equivalent to one such. 
A tensor functor between tensor categories V and W is a triple F = (F, 42, 4’) 
consisting of a functor F : Y -+ W, a natural isomorphism 4’ = &: FA @I FB + 
F (A @ B) and an isomorphism 4” : I + FI such that the following diagrams commute: 
(FA@FB)@FC a -FA@(FB@FC) 
1 1 
F(A@B)@FC FA@F(B@C) 
4’ 4’ 
V V 
F((AQW3C) Fa -F(AQ(BQC)) 
FA@I ’ *FA I@FALFA 
Fr @Ol Fl 
i 
FA@FI 42 ---+F(A@I) FZ@FA 42 ------F(I@A) 
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F is said to be strict when 4’ and 4” are identities. 
Suppose F, G: Y + W are tensor functors. A tensor transformation tl : F -+ G 
is a natural transformation a such that the following two diagrams 
commute: 
Tensor categories, tensor functors and tensor transformations are also called 
monoidal categories, strong monoidal functors and monoidal transformations in the 
literature [ 11,291. 
A braiding for a tensor category V consists of a natural family of isomorphisms 
c = CAB : A @ B + B @ A in V such that the following diagrams commute: 
(Bl) 
/ 
*O(BOC) A(B@C)@A 
a 
\ 
a 
(AOB)OC BO(CO*) 
C@l 
\ / 
1QC 
(BO*)OC a -BO(*OC) 
(W 
(*OB)OC AC@(A@B) 
ai1 
\ 
*O(BOC) (CO*)OB 
/ 
CO1 
A@(C@B)----- 
a-’ (*OC)OB 
A braided tensor category is a pair (V, c) consisting of a tensor category V and 
a braiding c. 
Observe that (B2) is obtained from (Bl) by replacing c with c’ given by 
c;B = (c&J’. So c’ is a braiding which is generally different from c. 
The axioms (Bl) and (B2) may be represented by pictures such as shown in Fig. 2 for 
(Bl). 
Such pictures shall be made precise in Section 5. Indeed, it is the aim of this work 
to develop the relationship between axioms like (Bl) and (B2) and such 
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pictorial representations. Similar remarks apply to all the axioms to follow in this 
section. 
A tensor functor F : V + W between braided tensor categories V and W is said to 
be braided when the following diagram commutes: 
FA@FB ” -F(A@B) 
I I 
c I Fc I 
FB@FA b2 ----F(B@A) 
Observe that if F is strict then the above diagram will imply that c = Fc. So 
a braided strict tensor functor is automatically strict in the sense that it preserves the 
braiding strictly. 
The notion of a braiding in a category was introduced by Joyal and Street [16, 173 
to generalize the notion of a symmetry which is a braiding such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
(S) i/il,l\ 
A@B 1 -A@B 
Notice that given (S), (B2) is redundant. Thus this definition of symmetry is in 
agreement with that of [ll]. 
Several diagrams were proved by Joyal and Street to be commutative in all braided 
tensor categories [16, Proposition 11. Let us list here the ones that we shall need (the 
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symbol @ has been omitted from the objects to save space): 
AZAIA 
\Jf 
A 
c -CI 
‘V I r 
C 
(AB)C_(BA)C 
J 
a 
1 
C 
AW) WA) 
I&[ / 
4CB) T(CB)A 
A(CB) c(AC)B=+(CA)B 
AW) ‘WB) 
(ABY WA) 
W)C 
\ 
a 
B(AC)- 1 oc RCA) ,I_(WA 
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(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
Let A be an object of a tensor category -Y-. A right dual of A is an object A* of 
V together with maps 
dA:I-+A*@A and e*:AQA*+I 
such that each of the composites 
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is the identity. 
A right dual is also called a right adjoint. We call dA and eA the unit and counit of the 
duality (or adjunction) respectively, and write (dA, eA) : A+ A*. 
Those familiar with the notion of bicategory may observe that if we regard the 
tensor category V as a bicategory V with a single O-cell, with the objects of V as 
l-cells and @ as their composition, and with the morphisms of V as 2-cells, we see 
that the definition of a right dual of A in V coincides with that of a right adjoint of 
A in V. 
A braided tensor category is called autonomous when every object A has a distin- 
guished right dual (A*, dA, e,.,). 
The notion of being autonomous exists for any tensor category V (braided or not), 
namely V is autonomous when every object has both a right and a left dual [lS]. 
(The left dual of an object A of 9’” is defined in the obvious way: it is an object A” 
of V together with maps da : I + A @ A” and e> : A” @ A -+ I such that 
(da, ea) : A” _t A.) We shall see later (in Section 3) that if V is braided then the right 
dual A* of A is also a left dual of it, so that an autonomous braided tensor category is 
autonomous in the ordinary sense. 
When the braiding in an autonomous braided tensor category is actually a sym- 
metry, we have what Kelly and Laplaza called a “compact closed category” [24]. 
However, in an effort to generalize their work-which gave an explicit description of 
the free compact closed category on a category-to the situation where the symmetry 
is replaced by a braiding, it has been felt that some extra structure is needed. 
Definition 1.1. A twist for a braided tensor category is a natural isomorphism 
0 = Ba : A 4 A such that 
(Tl) 0, = 11, and 
(T2) the following diagram commutes: 
Definition 1.2. A tensor category together with a distinguished braiding and a distin- 
guished twist is said to be balanced. A tensor functor F : Y + W between balanced 
tensor categories V and PV is called balanced when it is braided and F(8,) = HFA. 
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Let Y be a braided tensor category. Consider the endofunctors F = (1, c#~” = 1, 
$I” = 1) and G = (1, 4’ = c2, 4’ = 1) from Y to itself. These are both braided tensor 
functors: to see this the only non-trivial diagram to check is 
(1.5) 
This can be done by the following diagram, using (1.3) and the naturality of c. (The 
symbol @ has again been omitted from the object.) 
A(K) ‘Bc -A(CB) I@c -4BC) 
/ 
a 
\ 
c c 
(AW (CB)A CO1 
\ 
(WA 
CO1 I a 
(BA)C ’ 
~ I 
C(BA) <’ 
co1 
I I 
l@C 
V 
WW ( d’(AB)~(AB)C~A(BC) 
Cy naturality of c, (T2) can be written as 
This together with (Tl) exhibit 6’ as a tensor transformation from 1 to c2. (Here 
1 loosely denotes the functor F and c2 the functor G.) Thus in a balanced tensor 
category c2 is not necessarily equal to the identity, but is “isomorphic” to it. 
Let f: A -+ B be a map in a tensor category V. Suppose A and B have right duals 
A* and B* in -tr respectively. We define the map f* : B* + A* by the following 
diagram: 
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B* ‘&B* 
I 
d,Ql 
*(A*@A)@B* 
I 
.r* I clollol (1.6) 
A* 7 A*@1 mA*@(B@B*) $ (A*OB)OB* 
l@e, 
If every object of V has a right dual then this definition of f* makes (-)* into 
a functor from ,Yop to “Y-, and is the unique way of making (-)* functorial with d and 
e being natural. 
We now have all the necessary ingredients to define the algebraic structure which is 
the centre of this work. Following Joyal and Street [17], we make the following 
definition: 
Definition 1.3. A tortile tensor category is an autonomous balanced tensor category in 
which 
(T3) eA* = (e,)*. 
Suppose F : V -+ W is a tensor functor between tensor categories V and YV. 
An adjunction (dA, eA): A-( A* in V transports via F to an adjunction 
(d;, ez): FAj F(A*) in W where d: is given by 
ILFI 
Fd., - F(A* @A) (@-’ - F(A*)@ FA 
and ez by 
FA@ F(A*)$1 
W-’ 
F(A@A*)~FZ.I. 
So we call any balanced tensor functor between tortile tensor categories tortile. 
A strict tortile tensor functor is a balanced strict tensor functor for which 
F(A*) = (FA)*, ds = dF,, and e; = eFA for all objects A of -Y. 
2. Free tortile tensor categories 
Let us write Tort (respectively Tort,) for the 2-category of small tortile tensor 
categories, tortile (respectively strict tortile) tensor functors and tensor transforma- 
tions, and write Tort (V, -llr) (respectively Tort,(V, 7(lr)) for the category of tortile 
(respectively strict tortile) tensor functors from V to ?V. By the following proposition, 
Tort (Y, w) has a surprisingly simple structure. 
Proposition 2.1 (Saavedra Rivano [33], Joyal and Street [lS]). Suppose ~1: F + G is 
a tensor transformation between tensor jiinctors F, G : Y + W. If A 4 A* in 9’” then the 
morphisms c(A* and (CIA)* are mutually inverse in W. 0 
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As mentioned before, we shall see in Section 3 that in a tortile tensor category 
-Y a right dual of A* is A. Hence A is isomorphic to the chosen right dual A** of A*. 
Let us take for each A an isomorphism qa : A** -+ A. (Any isomorphism from A** to 
A will do for our purpose here.) 
Corollary 2.2. Tort (y, w) is a groupoid. The inverse of a morphism a : F + G is given 
by 
WPA)~’ 
GA - G(A**) r (G(A*))* 
% (F(A*))* 2 F(A**) 2 FA 
where the two isomorphisms are the canonical ones. 0 
The rest of this section is a straight-forward adaptation of the work of Kelly and 
Laplaza [24], but for completeness full details will be given here. 
Write Cat, for the 2-category of small categories, functors and natural isomor- 
phisms. Let U, : Tort, + Cat, be the forgetful functor. Since the extra structure on the 
category underlying a tortile tensor category is completely equational, we have by 
general principles that U, has a left adjoint F and is groupoid-enriched-monadic [26]. 
Moreover, if J: Tort, + Tort is the inclusion, then JF is a left bi-adjoint to the 
forgetful functor U: Tort -+ Cat, [4]. 
Given a category & it is easy to describe Fd by generators and relations. The 
objects of F& can be defined as words in an abstract language: 
_ each object of d is an object of FB?, 
- I is an object of Fd, 
- for any objects X, Y of F&’ there is an object X 0 Y of Fd, 
- for any object X of FL&’ there is an object X* of F&. 
To give the morphisms of FsZ we first describe the arrows of a graph Hs~ with the 
same objects as F&, which form the free (0, I, (-)*)-algebra on ob&. For objects 
X, Y, Z of FZZ? there are to be in H& arrows 
axva:(XO Y)OZ-rXO(Y@Z), 
axvz:X@(Y@.Z)+(X@ Y)@Z, 
rx:XQI+X, r;,:X+X@I, 
lx : I @ x, l,:X+Z@X, 
cxy:X@ Y+ Y@X, c*y: Y@X+X@ Y, 
&:X-,X, &:x+x, 
dx:I+X*QX, ex:X@X*+Z; 
while for each f: A+ B in _& there is to be an arrow 
{f}:A+B. 
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These arrows are called formal instances of a, . . , J: Whenever t : X + Y is an arrow 
of H& and Z is an object of Fd, there are also to be in Hd arrows 
Z@t:Z@X+Z@ Y, t@Z:X@Z+ Y@Z. 
If we define an expansion of t to be an arrow of one of the forms 
t, z @ t, t 0 z, wo(zOt), WO(tOZ) 
and so on, then the arrows of H& are precisely the expansions of the formal instances 
of a, . . . , f; and may be called the formal expanded instances. 
Let K& be the free category generated by the graph Hd. We can now define FJZI 
as the quotient of K& modulo the following relations: 
_ the relations that we need for @ to be a functor, namely 
(t@ W)(X@s)- (Y@s)(t@Z):X@Z+ Y@ w 
and l,@ Y-X@ lr- lx@,,; 
~ the relations that assert the naturality of a, a, r, f, I, 1s c, C, 8 and & 
~ the coherence relations (AP), (IT), (Bl), (B2), (Tl), (T2), (T3) for a, I, 1, c and 8; 
_ the relations aa N 1, tia - 1, rr - 1, ?r - 1, IT- 1, fi - 1, CC - 1, Cc - 1, @- 1, 
and QC3 - 1; 
_ the relations (Al) and (A2) for d and e; 
~ the relations that we need for JCZ -+ FLZZ to be a functor, namely {f} (g} - { fg} for 
each composable pair of maps in & and lA - { lA >; 
_ the expansions of the above relations. 
It is clear that Fd does have a canonical structure of tortile tensor category, and is 
the free one on &, the unit VI& : LZZ -+ F&’ being the functor sending A to A and f to 
{f }. There should not be any confusion if we write the simpler f for {f>, and we 
henceforth do so. 
For any tortile tensor category 5? we define an instance in J% of any one of a, . . . , e to 
be an actual component such as aABc or d,; and if we have some functor & + 99 we 
define an instance in g of a map f in & as its image. An expanded instance in @ of one 
of a, . . . , f is then defined to be the result of starting with an actual instance and 
tensoring repeatedly with identity maps. We have the following obvious result: 
Proposition 2.1. Every map in Fd is a composite of expanded instances of a, a- ‘, r, 
r -‘,l,l~‘,c,c-‘,d,e~l,d,eandmaps f in&. 0 
3. Reduced objects and reduced maps 
This section is again a straight-forward adaptation of [24]. 
We modify the discussion in Section 5 of [24] to obtain the notion of prime 
factorizations of objects of FL&. Let PO be the free (0, X)-algebra on a single symbol 1. 
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Let 9? be a tensor category and T be an element of 9$, . If the number of l’s in T is IZ and 
B 1, ... 2 B, are objects of &9’, we mean by the expression T(B1, . . . , B,) the object of 
~8 defined inductively by 
I( ) = 1, l(B) = B, 
(SO T) (B,, . . . ,B,+,) = ~(BI, . . . ,B,)O T(B,+I, . . . ,B,+,). 
Define an object of Fd to be prime if it is either an object A of d or else of the form 
Y *. Then clearly every object of Fd can be expressed uniquely as T(X1, . . , X,) with 
TE.~,, and with the Xi prime; we call this its prime factorization. 
A reduced object of Fd is one whose prime factors are all of the form A or A* for 
A E &; and a map X + Yin Fd is reduced if it can be written for some n 2 0 in the form 
X=Z$4 $+Z2 ... f.zZ,= Y, (3.1) 
where each ti is an expanded instance of one of a,a-‘,r,r-1,1,1~‘,c,c~1,8,8-‘, d,e 
and maps f in d, and where each Zi is reduced: which implies that X and Y are 
themselves reduced. Notice that a ti in (3.1) cannot be an expanded instance of d, or of 
eV unless I/ is an object A of &. 
Let RF& be the subcategory of Fd consisting of the reduced objects and reduced 
maps. The aim of this section is to show that the inclusion RF& + Fd is an 
equivalence of categories. 
Suppose V is a tensor category in which every object A has a right dual A*. Since 
adjunctions compose, B* 0 A* is a right dual of A 0 B, and is related to the assigned 
right dual (A @ B)* by a canonical isomorphism 
uAB : (A @ B)* 5 B* @ A* 
which may be defined as the unique map rendering the following diagram commutative: 
I 4 rB*@Brg\B*@I)@B 
d AOB 
I I 
(10d,K91 (3.2) 
(AOB)*O(AOB) u,,ol ------+(B*@A*)@(A@B) s (B*@(A*OA))OB 
Similarly, since I is a right dual of itself, there is a canonical isomorphism u : I* 2 I 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
(3.3) 
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Next if 9’” has a braiding, then the right adjoint A* of an object A is also left adjoint 
to it, with unit given by 
Zd^-A*@A ’ -A@A*, 
and counit given by 
A*@Az A@A**Z; 
this can be proved by the following diagrams (with the symbol 0 between objects 
being omitted), using (l.l)-(1.3) and the naturality of c. 
A$-:,-AJl*A,-A*(AA*)A(A*A)A* 
c-‘c+l 
<AAc~-I~~/* 
IA* 
d,@l 
*(A*A)A* * -A*(AA*) ,~,e, -A*I 
We therefore have an isomorphism wA : A** - A making the following dia- 
grams commute: 
d ZkA*@A 
d,* 
I 
c 
V 
A**@A*- 
w 01 A@A* A 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
I 
A*@A** eA* --I 
Remark. Unlike uAB and v, the isomorphism wA between A** and A is not canonical. 
There are various ways of making A a right dual of A*. In particular, we can choose as 
unit 
Zd^-A*@A ‘-’ -+A@A* 
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and counit 
A*@A- ’ A@A*LZ, 
and the resulting adjunction is no more or less natural than the one previously given. 
To each object Z of Fd we assign a numerical rank k(Z). We first define it 
inductively for prime Z by 
k(A) = 0, k(A*) = 0, k(Z*) = 1, 
k((X 0 Y)*) = k(X*) + k(Y*) + 1, 
k(X**) = 3k(X*) + 1, 
where A denotes an object of A$; then for any Z, with prime factorization 
T(X 1, ... , X,), we set k(Z) = Ck(Xi). Clearly k(T(X1, . . . ,X,)) = C k(Xi) whether 
the Xi are prime or not; or equivalently k(X @ Y) = k(X) + k(Y) and k(Z) = 0. It is 
immediate that k(Z) = 0 if and only if Z is reduced. 
We next assign to each object Z of Fd another object RZ and an isomorphism 
pZ: Z + RZ in FJ$. Again we begin by giving the definition for the primes; then if 
Z has prime factorization T(X,, . , X,) we put 
RZ = T(RXl, .., , RX,) and pZ = T(pX,, . . ,pX,). 
For the reduced primes A and A* with A~sd, we set 
RA = A, pA = 1, RA* = A*, pA* = 1. 
The remaining primes are of the form Z = V*. For reduced V we use the isomor- 
phisms U, u, w of (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) to define 
R((X@ Y)*) = Y* OX*, p(X@ Y)*) = uxy, for X, Y reduced, 
R(Z*) = I, p(z*) = 0, 
R(A**) = A, p(A**) = wA, for AEG?. 
For the primes V* with Vnot reduced, we complete the definition inductively, using 
the functorial character of (-)*: 
R(V*) = (RI/)*, p(v*) = ((p v*)- l? for V not reduced. 
It is clear that for reduced Z we have RZ = Z and pZ = 1. 
Lemma 3.1. Zf Z is not reduced, k(RZ) < k(Z). 
Proof. If suffices to check it for prime Z, and it is immediate if Z = V* with 
V reduced. So it remains to prove that 
k((RV)*) < k(V*) for V not reduced. (3.6) 
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We prove this by induction (on the complexity of I’). If V = X @ Y, we have 
k((RV)*) = k((RX @ RY)*) = k((RX)*) + k((RY)*) + 1 and k(V*) = k((X @ Y)*) 
= k(X*) + k( Y*) + 1, giving (3.6) by induction since X and Y are not both reduced. 
If I’= IV* with W not reduced, then k((RV)*) = k((R W)**) = 3k((R W)*) + 1 and 
k(V*) = k(W**) = 3k(W*) + 1, again giving (3.6) by induction. If V= I* or A** 
for LIE&, (3.6) is immediate since k(Z*) < k(Z*) and k(A*) < k(A***). Finally, 
if V = (X @ Y)* with X and Y reduced, (3.6) follows from the calculations 
k((RV)*) = k((Y* OX*)*) = 3k(X*) + 3k(Y*) + 3 and k(V*) = k((X 0 Y)**) = 
3k(x*) + 3k(Y*) + 4. 0 
Lemma 3.2. For any expanded instance t: X -+ Y in F&‘, there is a commutative 
diagram 
i 
t > 
i 
PX PY (3.7) 
4 J 
RX = VO------+Vl-V -. . .-V = RY Sl sz 2 S” ” 
in which each Si is an expanded instance, and in which k( vi) I max(k(RX), k(RY)) for 
each i. 
Proof. Since R(V@ W)= RVORW and p(V@ W)= pV@pW, and since k is 
additive over tensor products, it suffices to consider the case where t is just an instance. 
If it is an instance of one of a, a- I, r, r - I, 1, l- ‘, c,c- ‘, 6, OP ‘, (3.7) is given by a natural- 
ity diagram such as 
(V@W)@Z a DVO( WOZ) 
(P ff@P W)OPZ 
V I 
P VO(P WOPZ) 
(RV@R W)@RZ 7R V@(R W@RZ) 
If t is an instance of a map f: A -+ B in d, the result is trivial since A and B are 
both reduced. There remain the cases where t is an instance of d or e; we do the 
first only, the second being entirely similar using the analogue for e of (3.2) and 
using (3.5). 
Suppose t : X -+ Y is dz : I + Z* @ Z. First consider the case where Z is reduced. If 
it is A E &‘, the result is trivial since pX and p Y are each 1. If Z is V @ W with V and 
W reduced, pl = 1 while 
p(Z @ z*) = 10 p(z*) = 1 au,,; 
so we have a suitable diagram (3.7) by rewriting (3.2) as 
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I,w-w*@w~(w*~r)@w- (w*o(v*ov))ow~(w*ov*)o(v~w) 
It is clear that no object in the bottom row has greater rank than the last object. 
Similarly for the cases Z = I and Z = A* for AE~ we use (3.3) and (3.4) to obtain 
the diagrams 
d, 
l-I*@1 
I I 
and 
I 
d,* 
*A**@A* 
1 
I 1 
WA01 
I-A*@A 
d, C 
*ABA* 
This leaves only the case where Z is not reduced. But since p(Z*) = ((pZ)*)-’ by the 
definition of p, a suitable diagram (3.7) is just 
f dz ,z*yz 
I I 
‘QPZ 1 I (Pz*)- I 
I d RZ 
*(RZ)*@(RZ 
which commutes by the naturality of d. 0 
We are now ready to achieve the goal of this section. 
Proposition 3.3. Every object in FsZ is isomorphic to a reduced one, and every map in 
Fd between reduced objects is reduced. Hence the in&son RFsZ + FsZ is an equiva- 
lence of categories. 
Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. For the second 
assertion, given a map X + Yin Fd between reduced objects, write it in the form (3.1) 
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with the ti expanded instances of a, . . . , f but with the Zi not necessarily reduced : we 
can do this by Proposition 2.1. Then apply Lemma 3.2 with t equals to each ti in turn, 
to get a diagram of the form 
X = RZ,-RZ,-RZ,-+-. 
t; f2 
. .VRZ, = Y 
f” 
where each t; is the bottom edge of a diagram (3.7). Then the bottom edge of the above 
diagram is a (longer) composite of expanded instances of a, . . . ,f, in which the new 
intermediate objects (the vi of the diagrams (3.7)) all have rank 5 max k(RZi). But by 
Lemma 3.1 this maximum is strictly less than max k(Zi) unless all the Zi are already 
reduced. Hence the result follows by induction. 0 
4. Writhes, twists and double knots 
We now turn our attention to some knot theory. A knot is a subspace K of R3 which 
is homeomorphic to S’. Two knots KO and K1 are equivalent, or isotopic, if there is an 
orientation preserving homeomorphism h: R3 + R3 such that hKo = K1. This h is 
called an ambient isotopy’. A knot may be endowed with an orientation, and two 
oriented knots are equivalent if they are equivalent by an ambient isotopy which 
respects their orientation. A equivalence class of knots is called a knot type. 
Say a knot is tame if it is equivalent to a simple closed polygon. We shall only be con- 
cerned with oriented tame knots, and henceforth shall omit the words “oriented” and 
“tame”. 
Let p : R3 -+ E be the projection map onto a plane E. The projection of a knot K onto 
E is its image p(K) under p. A point PEE with p-‘(P) n K containing more than one 
point is called a multiple point of K on E. Say a projection onto E of K is regular if 
(1) all multiple points on E are double points, i.e. p-‘(P) n K contains exactly 
2 points, and 
(2) no vertex of K is mapped onto a double point by p. 
A double point on E of K is called a crossing on E of K. 
Every knot is equivalent to one with a regular projection on some plane by an 
arbitrarily small perturbation of either the knot or the projection plane. From now on 
we shall fix a plane E and only consider representatives of knot types which have 
regular projections on E. We shall talk about crossings and projections etc. without 
explicit mention of E. 
1 An ambient isotopy between K. and K, is usually defined as a homotopy h : R3 + R3 such that each 
h, is a homeomorphism, ho is the identity and hIKo = K,. But it is well known [6] that this definition is 
equivalent to ours. 
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A knot diagram of K is the picture of a regular projection of K in which the 
orientation is marked and at every crossing the overcrossing and undercrossing 
segments are specified (Fig. 3). 
A link is a disjoint union of knots. Similarly to the above one can define equiva- 
lence of links, tame and oriented links, regular projections of links and link 
diagrams. 
A link diagram does not determine a link. However, the work of Reidemeister [31] 
shows that it does give a link up to equivalence, and moreover that the diagrams of 
equivalent links are connected by simple operations called Reidemeister moves. These 
operations are illustrated in Fig. 4. The reader should supplement the list with all 
other possible combinations of over/undercrossings and orientations. 
The proof of the following theorem can be found in [6] and [31]. 
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Theorem 4.1. (Reidemeister). Two links are equivalent if and only if their diagrams are 
connected by a finite sequence of Reidemeister moves. Cl 
Link diagrams which satisfy the condition of the above theorem are said to be 
equivalent. 
A link diagram determines a topological plane (directed) graph when we take 
the crossings as vertices and paths between them as edges. This is called the universe 
of the link. Two equivalent links are said to have the same diagram if their universes 
are equivalent as topological plane graphs. The relation “the same” on link diagrams 
is thus a refinement of the relation “equivalent”. For example, the two diagrams 
in Fig. 5 are equivalent but not the same, whereas the ones in Fig. 6 are the 
same. 
We shall often be considering closed subspaces of links, and we shall refer to the 
pictures of their projections as their diagrams. Each of these diagrams again deter- 
mines a topological plane graph if we take in addition to the crossings the boundary 
points as vertices. The notion of two such diagrams being the same can then be 
defined in the obvious way. When two diagrams are the same we shall sometimes say 
that one “looks like” the other. 
To a crossing P of a link we assign a number E(P) E { - 1, + 1) by (see Fig. 7) 
: 
+ 1 if the overcrossing and undercrossing lines wrap 
E(P) = around each other according to the right hand rule, 
- 1 otherwise. 
E(P) is called the crossing sign of P. 
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Let c1 and p be two disjoint knots. Denote by crng the set of crossings of c( with 
/l (note that this does not include self-crossings of a and of p). Then the linking number 
of CI and p is defined by 
lk(a, B) = !&-(P), 
where the summation runs over the elements P of anp. 
Remark. The cardinality of anfl is always even, so that lk(a, fi) is an integer. (Take 
one of a and 8, say a. Its projection is a closed curve on a plane. So it divides the plane 
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into an inside and an outside. Starting with a point on /I on either the inside or outside 
and travelling along /I, we see that we must cross LX an even number of times to return 
to where we began.) 
As an exercise we have calculated some linking numbers in Fig. 8. 
It is easy to check that none of the Reidemeister moves gives rise to any local change 
in the sum of crossing signs. The linking number is thus an invariant of 2-component 
links. Note, however, that it is not a fill invariant: inequivalent links can have equal 
linking numbers, as the example in Fig. 9 shows. 
The writhe w(K) of a knot K is defined to be the sum of crossing signs of K. Some 
examples are shown in Fig. 10. 
In contrast to the linking number, the writhe does involve, and indeed only involves 
self-crossings of a knot. Also the writhe is not a knot invariant, as can be seen in the 
last two examples. 
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Next we shall study a special kind of links. We call them double knots, even though 
each of them really has two components. 
Definition 4.2. A double knot is a link with two components whose link diagram is 
built up from segments of the forms shown in Fig. 11, where the two components are 
drawn as lines with different boldnesses. 
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Notice that Fig. 11 includes more than it seems at first glance: for example by 
rotating the page, we obtain instances in which the bold and thin lines are inter- 
changed. Fig. 12 gives an example of a double knot. 
We may think of a double knot as the edges of a ribbon twisting in space. It is then 
natural to call the double knot segments in Fig. 11(b) twists. More specifically, we call 
each of them a half twist. 
Notice that since a double knot has two distinct components, it cannot be the 
boundary of a miibius band. So the number of half twists in a double knot must be 
even. 
Double knots are equivalent if they are equivalent as links. Clearly the two 
components of a double knot have the same knot diagram. We call knots with this 
knot diagram the underlying knot of the double knot. It is immediate that equivalent 
double knots have equivalent underlying knots. 
There is a natural way of constructing double knots out of a single knot K. Fig. 13 
illustrates what might be called “adding a parallel strand to K”. 
A double knot obtained this way is called a double of K. Knots with the same 
diagram clearly have equivalent doubles. But it is not so clear how doubles of merely 
equivalent knots are related. For example, the knots in Fig. 14(a) are equivalent, but 
their doubles are not (Fig. 14(b)). On the other hand, the equivalent knots of Fig. 14(c) 
have equivalent doubles (Fig. 14(d)). 
We say that a half-twist in a double knot of the form 
1 
is positive, and one of the form 
negative. 
So a positive (respectively negative) half-twist is one in which the crossing has sign 
+ 1 (respectively - 1). The result of joining two positive (respectively negative) 
half-twists is called a positive (respectively negative) full-twist (Fig. 15). 
We refer to the segments of Fig. 11(a) as being strictly parallel, and call those of 
Fig. 1 l(c) crossings. 
Let k be a double knot with components K, and K2. The twist number of k is 
defined to be 
z(k) = 3 x (number of positive half-twists of k 
-number of negative half-twists of k). 
By an earlier comment z(k) is necessarily a whole number. 
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By inspecting Fig. 11(c) we see that each crossing y of k contains four crossings of 
knots, all of which have the same crossing sign. Write E(Y) for this crossing sign and 
call it the crossing sign of y. We define the writhe of k to be w(k) = x&(y) where the 
summation runs over all crossings y of k. It is clear that, w(k) = w(K,) = m(KZ). 
Observe that each positive (respectively negative) half-twist of k contributes + f 
(respectively -:) towards the linking number of K1 and K2, and the contribution of 
each crossing y of k is E(Y). Since all crossings of Kr with K, are contained in the twists 
and crossings of k, we have the formula 
lk(K,, Kz} = w(k) + z(k). 
Let n be a non-zero integer. A double of a knot K with n full-twists is a link obtained 
by taking a double of K and replacing a strictly parallel segment by 1121 positive or 
negative full-twists, according to whether n is positive or negative. Fig. 16 shows the 
process by which a double on a trefoil with two full-twists is constructed. 
Once we have added the twists, we may move each of them along any strictly 
parallel stretch in the link by the moves A.II.1 and A.II. 2, and also pass any crossing 
by the move a. 3. So up to equivalence, it does not matter where the twists are added 
(Fig. 17). 
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Consider the set X of pairs (K, n) where K is a knot and n is an integer. We define 
an equivalence relation - on X by 
(K, n) - (K’, n’) iff K - K’ and o(K) + n = o(K’) + n’. 
Let us write 9 for the set of double knots and K, + K, for the element of 9 with 
components K1 and K2, and write 6 and G? for the sets of equivalence classes of 
9 and X respectively. 
Proposition 4.3. There is a bijection between 9 and 2 given by the function C$ :LB + X 
sending k = K1 + K2 to (K,, z(k)). 
Proof. If k = K1 + K, is equivalent to k’ = K; + K; then K1 - K;. Also since 
o(K,) + s(k) = w(k) + z(k) = lk {K,, K,} and the linking number is an invariant, we 
have o(K,) + z(k) = w(K;) + s(k’). So $I induces a function from 9 to 2. 
Define a function p from X to Z$ by taking p(K, n) to be the double knot type 
represented by a double of K with n full twists. We now prove that if (K, n) - (K’, n’) 
then p(K, n) - p(K’, n’), so that p induces a function from $? to 6. 
By induction we may assume that K and K’ are connected by one Reidemeister 
move. If the move is one of A.II. 1, A.II.2, R.2 and Q.3 then o(K) = w(K’), so that 
n = n’, and p(K, n) - p(K’, n’) (see Fig. 18). 
Now suppose K and K’ differs by an a. 1 move. We consider only the case in which 
a segment in K of the form 
K is deformed to /, 
all other cases being similar. In this case o(K) --o(K’) = 1 and so p(K’, n’) would 
have one more full twist then ,u(K, n). But 
86 
which is precisely one full twist. Hence we again have p(K, n) - p(K’, n’). 
We use the symbols C$ and p to also denote the induced functions 4 + A? and 
c%? + & respectively. It is obvious that 4~: G? -+ A? is the identity. So it remains to 
prove that ,u+ is too. 
Let k = K1 + K2 ~9. pqb(k) is a double of K1 with z(k) twists. Let us prove that k is 
also one such. Let p and n be the number of positive and negative half-twists in 
k respectively. We can move these half-twists along parallel segments and pass 
crossings of k and “cancel” any pair of positive and negative half-twists that become 
next to each other (Fig. 19), using an a.2 move. 
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The number of half-twists left will be I(p - n)l (either positive or negative). Hence 
k is equivalent to a double of Kr in which the number of full-twists is f(p - n), which is 
equal to z(k) by definition. 0 
The above proposition gives us a convenient way of manipulating double knots. We 
may now replace the link diagram of a parallel knot with the knot diagram of its 
underlying knot labelled by its twist number (Fig. 20). 
Then for example Fig. 21 can be used to prove that the knots in Fig. 14(a) do not 
have equivalent doubles, while the ones in Fig. 14(c) do. 
5. Double tangles 
Let P be a Euclidean plane perpendicular to E our plane of projection. A tangle Tis 
the intersection of a link with [0, l] x P such that its boundary aT is equal to 
T n a( [0, l] x P). A tangle is thus a disjoint union of knots and of directed paths 
connecting two points on the boundary a( [0, l] x P). 
Definition 5.1. The target of a tangle T is the subset T n ([0] x P) as an oriented 
O-dimensional manifold. The source of T is the subset T n ([l] x P) but with the 
orientation reversed. 
A signed set is a set S with a function S+ { -, + }. We consider the source and 
target of a tangle as signed subsets of P. 
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T is said to be in regular position if its projection on E is regular and if there is no 
multiple point in its boundary. We shall often describe such a tangle by drawing its 
diagram and marking the orientation of each point in the boundary by the symbol 
- or + (Fig. 22). 
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Definition 5.2. Two tangles are equivalent if they are equivalent by an ambient isotopy 
which keeps the boundary fixed. 
Call the connected components of a tangle T the strands of T. As with knots, we 
“double” these strands to obtain double tangles. 
Definition 5.3. A double tangle is a pair (T, T) consisting of a tangle T and for each 
strand s of T a twist number z(s) E Z. 
We shall almost always use the same symbol z for all double tangles and write pfor 
(T, T): ambiguity will not arise in this work. 
The diagram of a double tangle (T, z) with Tin regular position is the diagram of 
T with the projection of each strand s labelled by z(s). The diagram in Fig. 23(a) is to 
be thought of as a tangle represented by Fig. 23(b). 
We define the writhe o(s) of a strand s in the obvious way, namely w(s) is the sum 
of crossing signs of all crossings of s with itself. 
Definition 5.4. Two double tangles f and ?’ are equivalent if 
(i) T and T’ are equivalent as tangles, and 
(ii) ifs and s’ are corresponding strands of T and T’ respectively (i.e. s’ is the image 
of s under the ambient isotopy from T to T’) then 
o(s) + z(s) = O.I(s’) + z(s’). 
Let 1,2, 3, . . . denote collinear points on P. The double tangles form a category Pas 
follows. The objects of fare signed sets X : { 1,2, . , n} -+ { - , + }. Equivalently, they 
Fig. 23 
(b) 
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are words in the alphabet { -, +}. An arrow X m Y is an_equival_ence class of 
double tangles with source X and target Y. The composite X m Y <r,>, 2 is given 
by stacking the diagram of T, onto the diagram of T2, erasing the common boundary, 
and adding the twist numbers of strands that become connected (Fig. 24). 
The identity arrow X + X is represented by any double tangle free of double points, 
and with r(s) = 0 for all strands s (Fig. 25). It is clear that these data satisfy the axioms 
of a category. 
We shall see later, as a corollary of our main theorem, that Tis equivalent to the free 
tortile tensor category on one generating object. Let us first verify that F is tortile 
tensor. 
For a start f admits a strict tensor structure. The tensor product on objects is 
juxtaposition of words in { -, + }. The tensor product of two morphisms X a Y 
and X’ @& Y’ is obtained by putting the diagrams of f and F’ side by side and 
making the necessary adjustments to the endpoints (Fig. 26). The unit for the tensor 
product is the empty word. All a, r and 1 are identities. 
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A braiding for F is illustrated in Fig. 27, which gives a part diagram for 
cxy : X @ Y + Y @ X with X and Y having lengths m and n respectively. Orientations, 
which can be filled in easily, are omitted from the diagram. 
c,: : Y @ X--f X @ Y is illustrated in Fig. 28 and proved pictorially to be the 
inverse of cxy by Fig. 29. 
Naturality of c and axiom (Bl) are proved by Fig. 30 and Fig. 31 respectively. 
Naturality of cP ’ and axiom (B2) can be proved by similar pictures. 
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In other words X* is given by reversing the order and signs of the points in X. 
For example, (- + - - -)* is + + + - + . The unit and counit for the 
adjunction of this example is illustrated in Fig. 32. It is easy to see from this example 
what the unit and counit are in general. Fig. 33 gives a pictorial proof of axioms (Al) 
and (A2). 
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The twist Bx :X + X can be viewed by first taking the identity tangle from X to 
X with the ends of the strands on two parallel horizontal rigid rods and rotating the 
bottom rod through 360” using a right-hand screw with thumb pointing downward, 
and then putting r(s) = 1 for all strand s. (Note that this is the first and the only time 
when a non-zero twist number appears in the data of f as a tortile tensor category.) 
(0,)-r is obtained similarly, using a right-hand screw with thumb pointing upward, 
and putting r(s) = - 1 for all strand s. Fig. 34 gives the diagrams of 0+ _ _ + _ and 
(0+__+_)_‘. 
It is clear that 8, and (0,)-l are mutually inverse. Axiom (Tl) is trivially satisfied. 
To prove axiom (T2), notice that on both legs of the diagram all strands have twist 
number 1; so it suffices to prove the equivalence of the underlying tangles. This can be 
done by physically taking two adjacent ribbons representing the identity tangles of 
X and Y, performing the operations cxy, 13, Q Bx, cyx in order, and observing that the 
result is a complete twist of two ribbons taken together as one (Fig. 35). 
To see that ?is tortile tensor, it remains to check that ox* = (e,)*. Recall that (Q,)* 
is given by 
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*@ 
x 
*x*@(x@x*) z (x*@x)@x* 
which can be represented by the picture in Fig. 36. 
From Fig. 36 we see that a diagram of (Ox)* is obtained by turning one of OX upside 
down. (In fact, this is how one generally obtains f * from any map f in ?) Except 
possibly for orientation it has the same diagram as 8 X, and the orientation is given by 
its ith strand having the opposite orientation to the (n - i + 1)th strand of OX. But this 
is exactly what Ox. is. 
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For a category d we shall define the category Fj& of double tangles labelled by 
d and prove that this is equivalent to FJXZ the free tortile tensor category on &. First 
we need some tools to handle the closed curves in tangles. 
Following Kelly and Laplaza [24] we define the set of endomorphisms of d to be 
the disjoint union 
and the set of cycles [A!] to be the quotient set of E(d) modulo the equivalence 
relation generated by the relation 
gf w fg whenever f: A + B and g : B ---f A 
Thus for a “cyclic sequence” of maps 
the different endomorphisms f& I . . fifi and fn_ 1 . . . fifi fn are identified in [&I. 
The image of an endomorphism under the canonical projection tr: E(d) + [d] is 
called its trace. 
Definition 5.5. A double tangle labelled by a category sd is a quadruple (T, z, o, p) 
consisting of a double tangle (T, T), with for each point p in the boundary an object 
o(p) of d and for each strand s a morphism p(s) of d such that if s is not a closed 
curve and has source a and target b then p(s) : o(a) + o(b), and if s is a closed curve 
then ,u(s) E E(d). 
Definition 5.6. The diagram of (T, z, o, p) is the diagram of T with the projection of 
each point p in the boundary marked by o(p) and the projection of each strand 
s marked by the ordered pair (r(s), ,u(s)) (Fig. 37). 
Definition 5.7. (T, z, o, p) and (T’, z’, o’, p’) are said to be equivalent if 
(i) (T, z) and (T’, 7’) are equivalent as double tangles, 
(ii) o = o’, and 
(iii) for each pair s c T and s’ c T’ of corresponding strands we have p(s) = p’(s)) if 
they are not closed curves and tr(p(s)) = tr (I’) if they are. 
When the category in question is clear, we shall in future say “labelled double 
tangle” to mean “double tangle labelled by JzZ”. Also, as with double tangles, we shall 
use the same symbols Z, o and p for all labelled double tangles, and write f for 
(T, r, 0, P). 
The source and target of a labelled double tangle can be expressed as sequences 
((A,, x1) . . . (A,, x,)) where AiEobd and X~E { -, +}. They are therefore elements of 
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the free monoid on the disjoint union ob d + ob d of two copies of the objects of ~2. 
Let us set 
and write the source and target as a word in the alphabet 
{AIAEob&} u {A*IAEobd}. 
The category fj ~4 is the category with the free monoid on ob & + ob & as objects 
and equivalence classes of labelled double tangles as morphisms. The composite 
X * I’- 2 is formed by first composing fI and f2 as double tangles; then for 
each strand s in the composite with s = s1 u s2 ... u s, where 
(i) each si is a strand of either Tl or T2, 
(ii) the target of Si equals the source of si+ 1, and 
(iii) Si + Sj if i * j, 
we set p(s) = p&)0 ... op(sl) (Fig. 38). 
Notice that when s is a closed loop p(s) is not uniquely defined. For example in 
Fig. 38 we could have labelled the closed loop by (3, yx). However, all possible P(S) 
would have the same trace, and so would give rise to equivalent labelled double 
tangles. 
The identity arrow is represented by the identity double tangle with all strands 
labelled by identity arrows of ~2. 
G G 
Fig. 38 
Fig. 39 
It is easy to see that fs-02 is tortile tensor: the tensor product is as in f; the 
braiding c is the same as the one in f except that each strand is now labelled by the 
identity arrow; the adjunction is given on objects by 
((A,,x,l, ... ,(A”,xiJ)* = ((A,,xZ), ... ,(A,,G11 
where x:E{-, +}\(xi}, 1 I i I n; dx, e, and Ox are all obtained by labelling each 
strand of their counterpart in F by the identity. 
6. The main theorem 
Let c&:d+ fS& be the functor sending each object A to itself and each 
morphism f: A + B to the one represented by the diagram in Fig. 39. 
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We denote the map shown in Fig. 39 also by f; and think of t& as being an 
inclusion. 
Recall that F&’ is the free tortile tensor category on & with qd : d + Fd being 
the unit. Hence the functor t& induces a unique strict tortile tensor functor c/d 
making commutative 
We achieve the goal of this work-to give an explicit description of F&-by 
proving the following theorem. We are going to draw lots of diagrams of labelled 
double tangles. For clarity we shall often mark a boundary point labelled by A and 
having negative orientation as A *. On the other hand when the orientation on 
a strand, or the actual object labelling a point, is unimportant and can be filled in the 
obvious way we may leave it unmarked. 
Theorem 6.1. The jiinctor ad : Fd + I?j d is an equivalence of tortile tensor categories. 
Proof. Since a& is by definition a strict tortile tensor functor it suffices to show that it 
is an equivalence of categories. 
By Proposition 3.3 we have an equivalence RFd S Fd. Let RF& be the 
following strict tensor category with RF.d N RF&: it is the quotient category of 
RF& modulo the relations aXYZ - 1, rx - 1 and 1, - 1 for all objects X, Y, 2; its 
objects are just the X1 @ ... OX,, with each Xi = A or A* where A E ob&; its 
morphisms are those which can be written in the form (3.1) where each ti is now an 
expanded instance of c, d, e or of some map f in &. We prove the theorem by showing 
that the composite 
is an isomorphism of categories. 
It is clear that /3 is the identity on objects. So it remains to prove that is p fully 
faithful, in other words that for all objects X, Y of RF&, the function 
RF&(X, Y)* f&‘(X, Y) 
is a bijection. We do so by defining a function 
fsd(X, Y)T RFd(X, Y) 
and showing that pxy and yxu are mutually inverse. 
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A labelled double tangle 
not in normal form 
.4 labelled double tangle 
in normal form. 
Fig. 40 
n n 
A’ A A A’ 
d, d,. 
Fig. 41 
Let us say that a labelled double tangle is in normal form if all its crossings, maxima 
and minima occur at different heights (Fig. 40). It is clear that every labelled double 
tangle is equivalent to one such. 
Let us replace labels of the form (0,f) by f where f is a map of & and those of the 
form (n, 1) by II where n E Z and 1 is an identity arrow of &. When a strand is labelled 
by (0,l) we shall omit the label altogether and say that the strand is not labelled. Then 
a labelled double tangle in normal form is one obtained by stacking onto each other 
expansions of diagrams of the form shown in Figs. 41 and 42, where A, B are some 
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f* : B' --+ A’ 
Fig. 42 
A’ A 
\ 
: 
+1 
(b) 
Fig. 43 
objects of & and f: A -+ B is some map of ~2. It follows that every labelled double 
tangle has some expression in terms of cWz, c&, dW, eW, BW, 8i1, f and f * where 
W and Z are each of the form A or A* for some object A of d, and f is some map 
of d. Let us call cWz, . . . ,f * the basic data of fs.zzZ. 
Observe that the diagrams for dA* and eAS are equivalent respectively to the 
diagrams in Figs. 43(a) and 43(b). 
Thus in fi& dA* an d eA* can be written as 
dA* = (e,O A*)ocAeA OdA, (6.1) 
eAI = eA 0 cAeA 0 (A* @ 6,). (6.2) 
To each labelled double tangle ? in normal form we now assign a map y’(f) in 
RFd by sending each of cWz, c&, dA, eA, 8 w, 8,‘, f and f * to the map of the same 
name in RF&, and by sending d,.,* and eA* to the maps on the right-hand side of (6.1) 
and (6.2) respectively. To see that y’ induces a function yxy from fi&(X, Y) to 
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Fig. 44 
Fig. 45 
RF&(X, Y) we must show that if ?i and Fz are labelled double tangles in normal 
form with ?i being equivalent to fz then y’(fl) = y’(fz). 
Let us first consider cases in which ?i is equivalent to Fz by “sliding a label along 
a strand” (Fig. 44). 
Clearly y’(?i) is exactly the same as y’(Fz) unless we have the situations illustrated 
in Figs. 4546 and 47, where each of k, 1 is either a map of SZZ or an integer, and the 
shaded rectangle represents an expansion of some basic data. These are the situations 
in which a label is slid past a crossing (case (1)) a maximum or a minimum (case (2)), 
and in which the label swaps poscion with another basic data (case (3)). 
In case (1) we have y’(T,) = y’(T,) by the naturality of c and c-r. For case (2)(i) we 
need to show the commutativity of 
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(ii) 6% - --/? 
I t k k I I 
(iu) 
L_J k 
Fig. 46 
d, 
V I g*OB 
A*@A- A*Og A*OB 
(6.3) 
where g : A + B is either a map in & or OA (in which case A = B) for some object A of 
~2. This follows easily from the definition of g*: 
I 
g*OB *A*@B 
case (2)(ii) need to that the arrows in diagram 
commutes; is done the broken 
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(‘a?? (1) 
Id 
__ __. Iii b _~ 
! id 
Fig. 48 
(iii) and (iv) of case (2) are similar respectively to (i) and (ii) of the same. 
For case (3)(i) equality of y’(?r) and y’(Fz) is just 
(f@ I)(1 0 9) =f@ 9 = (10 s)(f@ 1) (6.4) 
for all maps f, g in any tensor category. Case (3)(ii) is similar. 
By the above cases we may from now on assume that all the strands of ?r are not 
labelled. We now consider the case where ?r is equivalent to fz by an adjustment of 
the height of a crossing, a maximum or a minimum (case (4)). Let us from now on use 
in our pictures shaded rectangles to represent expansions of cwz, c&, dw and ew. 
Thus we illustrate case (4) by Fig. 48. We again have y’(?r ) = y’(Fz) by (6.4). 
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Case (6) 
Fig. 49 
- 4 
(i) 
Fig. 50 
(ii) 
Next let us examine each of the Reidemeister moves. Note, that since we have 
assumed that the strands of ?I are not labelled, the strands of ??z would also not be 
labelled if it were connected to ?I by one of the moves A.fI. 1, A.fI.2, Q.2 and 0.3, 
while one of its strands would have an integer label if the move was an 0.1. 
Suppose ?r and Fz are connected by a A. JI. 1 move. The cases that need to be 
considered are illustrated in Figs. 49 and 50. Case (5) is the one in which the height of 
a maximum or minimum is changed, and in case (6) a new maximum (and thus also 
a new minimum) is created. 
Case (5) is immediately seen to be a special case of (4). For case (6) the equality of 
y’(?r ) and y’(I&) is proved by the triangle equations (A 1) and (A2). 
For the move A.II.2 there are again two cases. Case (7) involves a change in the 
height of a crossing (Fig. 51 gives an instance) and is a special case of (4); case (8) is the 
one in which a strand sweeps across a maximum or a minimum (Fig. 52). 
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Case (6) (4 
\ A \ -> / 
(ii) 
\ /\ 
- 
/ ‘, P \ 
(iii) / v / -3 
Fig. 52 
For (i) of case (8) we have y’( ?r) = y’(fz) by the following diagram where W and 
Z are each of the form A or A* for some object A of &. The square in the middle 
commutes by the naturality of c and the triangle on the right is axiom (Bl). 
‘WOZ 
Cases (8)(iii)-(iv) are similar. 
The 0.2 move gives us case (9) (Fig. 53). By cases (6) and (8) we may assume that in 
the region marked with a * there is exactly one maximum and one minimum (the two 
crossings). Thus in this case y’(FI) = yJ(TX) follows from cc-l = 1 = c-le. 
Fig. 54 illustrates instances of the a.3 move. Again because of cases (6) and (8) we 
assume that in the region marked with a * the vertices that are maxima or minima are 
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Case (9) 
Case (10) (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Fig. 53 
Fig. 54 
the only ones such in the boundary. There are twelve cases of the Q. 3 moves: Fig. 54 
gives four of them; the others are obtained by rotating the page through 120” and 
240”. 
For case (10)(i) the diagram to check is 
zowou~z@u@w 
CWZQ 1 
/ \ 
C;;Ql 
W@Z@ u UOZ@ w 
1&T;: 
\ J lQc,, 
W@UOZ -U@W@Z 
hi& 1 
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(‘asc (11) 
* 9 _ /J-K’ \
\ 6 - k/1 
Fig. 55 
where W, Z, U are of the form A or A* with A E ob &. But this diagram commutes 
because it is just (1.4) with each a and a- i being equal to the identity. It is easy, though 
tedious, to write down a diagram similar to the above for each of the remaining eleven 
instances. In each instance the commutativity of the diagram we get will again be 
implied by (1 .4)2. 
Finally the cases for the Q. 1 move is shown in Fig. 55. Since case (11) is similar to 
case (12) let us only concern ourselves with the former. Using cases (6) and (8) again we 
assume that in the region marked with a * there is exactly one maximum (the one 
shown) and one minimum (the crossing). 
By the definition of y’ to show y’(?i) = y1(F2) for the four instances of case (11) is to 
show it for the diagrams in Fig. 56. 
The case of Fig. 56(i) is trivial while that of Fig. 56(iv) reduces to case (9). For the 
remaining cases it suffices to prove the result for the operation shown in Fig. 57. 
This is done by the following diagram, where A E ob &, and in which the triangle on 
the right commutes because @ is functorial, the square is axiom (T2), and the triangle 
on the left commutes because 8r = l1 (axiom (Tl)) and 0 is natural. 
2 For the reader who is familiar with Joyal and Street’s coherence theorem for braided tensor category 
[17, Corollary 10.21, case (10) can be settled easily by observing that each of the diagrams we need to verify 
is built up of identity arrows and instances of c and c-r, and that the two legs of the diagram in question 
have equivalent underlying braids, 
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Thus y’(fr) = y1(f2) whenever ?r and $ is connected by one of the operations 
described by Figs. 44-57. By induction we have that y’(fr) = y1(f2) whenever ?I is 
equivalent to F2. To complete the proof we need to see that the function 
Yxr : fJJzz(X, Y) -+ RF&(X, Y) 
induced by y’ is inverse to 
&y :RFd(X, Y) + $G?z(X, Y): 
but this is obvious. 0 
From Theorem 6.1 a “coherence theorem” can be deduced. We say that a diagram 
in a tortile tensor category Y is built up formally from a, r, 1, c, 8, d, e when there exist 
a set A, a diagram 9 in the free tortile tensor category 1;/1 on the set A, and a strict 
tortile tensor functor FA -+ V which takes 9 to the given diagram. The faithfullness 
of aA : FA + fs/i then implies the following. 
Corollary 6.2. To test whether a diagram built up formally from a, r, 1, c, 8, d, e com- 
mutes in all tortile tensor categories, it is necessary and sujicient that each leg of the 
diagram have the same underlying double tangles. 0 
2-2 5?-5T2 
(iI (ii) 
Fig. 56 
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